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THE EXPERT

The 
Protector
Rebeka Breder is one of first 
lawyers in Canada to make 
animal law her specialty—and 
as founder of the Canadian Bar 
Association’s B.C. animal law 
section and a teacher of UBC’s 
first-ever course in animal law, 
Breder is uniquely prepared 
to fight for our furry friends.

BY Kerry Banks

people aren’t aware that it’s 
perfectly legal to kill one’s 
pet as long as it is done in a 
humane manner. But the law 
is starting to evolve and 
courts are starting to 
recognize that animals are sentient 
beings with feelings, emotion 
and intelligence. It can take a 
long time for the law to catch up 
with shifting societal values. 

Q: In what sort of cases 
would you like to see greater 
	 exibility in the law? 

A: I defend a lot of so-called 
“dangerous dogs.” The laws in these 
cases are not very precise and dog 
owners often face a steep uphill 
battle when trying to defend their 
“dangerous dog.” These cases can 
get quite emotional, with the city 
� ghting tooth and nail to put a dog 
down and the owners � ghting to 
save it. I think that Animal Control 

Q: What exactly is covered 
by animal law?

A: It’s a multidisciplinary 
approach to the law 

that includes pet custody cases, 
veterinary malpractice suits, strata 
disputes, breeder disputes, so-called 
dangerous dog cases, wrongful death 
or injury and disagreements between 
rescue operations and current or 
previous dog owners. I only take on 
those cases where I feel I will advance 
the interests and rights of animals.

Q: Is this a growing � eld?

A: I’ve been practising this type of 
law for over a decade, but animal 
law is still in its infancy in Canada. 
I equate it to where environmental 
law was about 20 to 30 years ago. It’s 
just a matter of time before more and 
more people begin to practice it.

Q: Have you noticed any recent 
changes in the way animals 
are regarded by the law?

A: Under Canadian law, animals have 
always been classi� ed as property 
and had no rights. For example, many 

has too much discretion in deciding 
when and how to seize a dog and what 
to do with the dog once it is seized. 
I’m proud to say that as a result of 
one of my cases that was heard at the 
Supreme Court, provincial court 
judges are now able to release a 
“dangerous dog” back to its owners 
or the community on conditions. 
However, I still see lawyers trying 
to argue that judges do not have the 
jurisdiction to make such decisions. 

Q: What is most rewarding 
aspect of your work?

A: Knowing that I’m helping 
individual animals and 
helping animals in the bigger 
picture by contributing to the 
evolution of animal law.

Many people aren’t 
aware that it’s perfectly 
legal to kill one’s pet.
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For the Dogs
Animal-rights lawyer Rebeka 
Breder and her rescue 
Great Dane/Masti� , Tero.
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Canadian couples in a 
recent Global/Ipsos survey 
thought weddings should 
cost an average of $8,937. 
Meanwhile, the biggest 
Lower Mainland wedding 
executed in the last year by 
local planner Nicola Wiltens 
had a budget of $800,000.

THE BREAKDOWN

We’ve Got 
That Vow 

Factor
As Vancouver’s wedding 
industry kicks in to high 

season this month, we take 
a look at a few local digits 

behind some recent “I dos.”
BY Melissa Edwards

THE TICKET

Breakout Festival 2018
Despite hip-hop and R&B becoming the dominant 
forces of popular music (a 2017 Nielsen study reported 
that they account for 25 percent of all music consumed 
in the U.S.), the genres were under-represented in 
this city’s live music scene—particularly in terms of 
up-and-coming local talent. So Vancouverite Johnny 
Black took action: he established promotions com-
pany Crescendo1 in 2015 for the express purpose of 
putting on all-ages shows (at Granville Island’s Red 
Gate Revue Stage and the now-shuttered Alexander 
Gastown) and supporting the music online. And now 
he’s teamed up with veteran concert promoter Timbre 
Productions to mount Vancouver’s first exclusively 
hip-hop/R&B festival since Rock the Bells in 2009. 
In addition to hosting many of the homegrown acts 
Black has been boosting over the past few years, the 
two-day fest boasts chart-topping Georgia trio Migos, 
Drake rival (and fellow Torontonian) Tory Lanez and 
New York City-based A Boogie wit da Hoodie, plus 
DJs, a food-truck area, access to Playland and more.
—Michael White

The Deets
Date: June 9 and 10
Venue: PNE Amphitheatre
Price: $99 to $269
breakout-festival.com

The Producers 
Comedians-turned-producers Kelly 
and Kelly open up their doors to the 
creative community.

EVER STUCK with a YouTube 
video all the way to the end before 
realizing you just watched—and, 
um, liked—an ad? It could be 
the product of Kelly and Kelly, a 
Vancouver creative studio making 
content you actually don’t want to 
skip over. 

A hybrid ad agency and 
production studio, Kelly and Kelly 
was cofounded by Pat Kelly and 
Chris Kelly (no relation), creators 
of CBC Radio’s beloved satire 
This Is That. Along with partner 
Lauren Bercovitch, they’ve carved 
out a niche genre of zeitgeisty 
humour, like Dexter Gu�  Is 
Smarter Than You, a podcast 
lampooning self-help gurus, and a 
viral video spoo� ng TED Talks for 
CBC, a sensibility they also apply 
to paid partnerships with brands 
like Telus and Lululemon.

In October, the team 
moved into a new Creekside 
headquarters to set up a fully 
equipped podcasting studio of 
their own, o� ering training, 
support and collaboration for 
aspiring podcasters. Projects 
like Record Club, based on the 
local storytelling event series, are 
already getting o�  the ground.  

Supporting potential competi-
tors to produce and share their 
work might seem antithetical, 
but the Kelly and Kelly crew don’t 
see it that way. “If you make great 
stu� , that’s what sets you apart,” 
says Bercovitch. “We’re not afraid 
of having more people in the game. 
It pushes us to be more creative, 
but that’s a challenge we’re willing 
to accept.” —Michelle Cyca

VENTURE

With only a slight jog 
o�  course, Anthony 
Johnson and James 
Makokis paused to get 
married at English Bay 
at the 32-kilometre 
mark while running 
the 2017 BMO 
Vancouver Marathon.

7,000
couples
coupled 
up in the 
’burbs 
last year.

tied the 
knot in 
the city of 
Vancouver 
last year.

144 couples took 
part in this year’s 
Love in the Square 
event, which o� ers 
free weddings at 
seven altars set up 
in Robson Square.

Vancouverite Beatrice 
Raymond paid $100 for her 
custom-made wedding 
dress in 1967—which, as 
of last year, she has now 
worn to four ceremonies 
to marry and re-marry 
her husband, Stanley.

4,415
couples
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